Abstract. Modeling self-organization is a critical problem in computational analysis of organizational dynamics and decision support system. Task workflow oriented self-organization shows different characteristics from completely self-organization mechanism. Towards this end, a task workflow oriented self-organization model is constructed to analyze the internal mechanism and performance under different task requirement environments. The cellular organizational network is used to model the relationship structure of cellular work groups. The Agent Based Simulation (ABS) is used to simulate the whole activity self-organization process and individual behaviors driven by task workflow. The model is examined through for simulation experiments. Experimental results shows the difference of the organizational performance according to different task requirements, which exhibits potential application in task workflow oriented organization design and optimization.
Introduction
A key aspect of understanding organizational dynamics is the self-organization mechanism by which its structures grow and change over time [1] . Self-organization means the process of generating, adapting and changing organizational structure, which is the result of individual choices by a set of agents to engage in interaction in certain organizational patterns [2] . The interplay between topology and dynamics in complex networks is a fundamental but widely unexplored problem [3] . Individual behavior and network ties mutually influence each other [4] . Previous researches have indicated that the behavioral preference has a determined impact on the organization structure formation and performance [5, 6] . The Dynamic Network Analysis method [7] calculates the task completion likelihood based on extracted organization structure and make use of empirical data adequately [8] , however, it cannot describe the task-oriented self-organizing behaviors. Social organization works according to a certain sequence of programs which is not completely self-organization by the members.
In this paper, a task workflow oriented self-organization model is proposed to model task-oriented adaptive behaviors of organizational network. It enables us to quantitatively investigate the regular pattern between individual behaviors and organizational dynamics, including structural changes and task process. First, the cellular organizational network is used to model the individual interaction structure of the members in organization. Then we give the model of task workflow oriented self-organization mechanism in the task performing process. After that we give the observation criteria to analyze the organizational changes and performance. Then the simulation experiments and the results are shown. Finally we summarized the work.
Cellular Organizational Network
Some social organizations have different structure from the online social network topology with group cellular structure. The cellular organizational network is a model which describes the inter cooperation relationship and organizational form of task oriented groups, such as working team, project team, terrorist group [9] . In our research, the virtual structure of cellular is used, and the organization is described as a network of cells. The tasks are performed by the cells, and within them, the activities include not only performing operational tasks which are designated, but also collaborative process among members. Fig. 1 illustrates the concept model of cellular network. A cell is a cohesion structure of members, and the command relation is built according to the hierarchical structure of organization. The relations between the cells depict the command and control structure from meso-scale perspective, and the relations in the cells describe the local structure of how the members connect and communicate to each other from micro-scale perspective. In each cell, there is a leader in charge of designated task, and the other members operate various subtasks. 
Task Workflow Oriented Self-Organization Mechanism
The difference between task workflow oriented self-organization and completely self-organization mechanism is that the members in the organization work following a certain workflow program, which means that the subtasks are performed according to a sequence. The mechanism can be modeled from task workflow and self-organization based interaction.
Task Workflow
A task is consists of several subtasks and the workflow is the sequence of the subtasks, which determines the execution sequence of the subtasks. Fig. 2 shows a conceptual model of a task workflow. From Fig. 2 , the task is decomposed into several subtasks. Some subtasks can be performed at the same time (such as subtask 1 and subtask 2) and some can only be performed after the preorder subtasks are finished (subtask 3 can only be performed after subtask 1 and 2 are finished). Different task type required different element to perform, such as skill or resource. Only all the subtasks are finished, a task can be ended. Figure 2. Conceptual model of task workflow.
Self-Organization Based Interaction
Agent cooperation refers to that the cell leaders periodically communicate with cell members, both to coordinate activity and to promote and/or maintain cell cohesion [10] . In this part we focus on the individual interaction between agents. As show in Fig. 3 , the interaction behaviors can be modeled as follows:
Step 1: After receiving the subtask, the member agent first checks the other agents in the same cell to find if there is any agent who has the element. If there is one, then obtain the element and finish the subtask. If there is not any agent, turn to step 2.
Step 2: Send an element requiring message to the leader agent of the cell, and then the leader agent will send the same message to the other cell leaders for element requiring.
Step 3: Each cell leader who has received the requiring message will check the members in the cell, and then sends a feedback to the requiring cell leader.
Step 4: Finish element transferring. If it is resource requirement, then the resource will be transferred through the cell leaders, otherwise, if it is skill requirement, then the skill will be got through face-to-face transferring, known as training process.
In Fig. 3 , the black dotted arrows are the requiring messages, and the blue dotted arrows are the feedbacks. The orange dotted arrows are the resource passing behaviors from the target agent ( 7 A ) to the source agent ( 3 A ), and the red dotted arrow is the skill training behavior. These two types of behaviors are different in transferring path, and this is because of the difference of element type. Recruitment is different from the other behaviors, and it is direct interaction between the source agent ( 3 A ) and the target agent ( 8 A ). There are two types of behaviors, skill straining and recruitment, can build new links. 
Organization Performance Measurement
There are two types of dynamics to understand how the organizational network change over time, which are dynamics on network and dynamics of network [11] , respectively referring to interactions between members and the changes of network structure in this paper. The individual interactions are driven by operations to complete task, thus organizational evolve is task-oriented. In this section, we give the indicators that are used to measure and analyze the organization performance.
Organizational Structure Analysis
In order to analysis the structural change of the organization, four network characteristics are used to measure the organizational changes.
Number of links. The total number of links measures the dynamics growth of relations in organization.
Average path length. This criterion is used to measure the element transfer efficiency in organization.
Clustering coefficient. According to the graph theory, clustering coefficient measures the clustering degree of the nodes.
Network density. It measures the closeness degree of the organizational members.
Task Completion Performance
The task completion performance is measured according to the time when all the tasks are completed. In order to show the details of the task performing process, the Gantt chart is used to show the time of the subtasks.
Experiments and Results Analysis Experimental Setup
Considering the elements acquiring difference of tasks, we assumed four types of scenarios for simulation experiments as follows. Scenario 1: The resource, skill and human are enough. Scenario 2: The resource is not enough, and the skill, the human are enough. Scenario 3: The resource, the skill are enough, and the human is not enough. Scenario 4: The resource is enough, and the skill, the human are not enough. A task is consists of 6 subtasks as shown in Fig. 2 . The sequence relationship between the subtasks is also the same as in the conceptual model. The resource in the scenarios is irreproducible. The skill is reproducible and it is not enough means that the agents with the skill are not enough. As shown in Table 1 , there are 5 types of resources and skills respectively, and they are allocated to 50 agents randomly. The assumed scenarios investigate how the members act under different task requirement. Before starting the simulation experiments, the settings of initial parameters are fixed as default values (see Table 2 ). Organizational Structure Characteristics Evolution Fig. 4 shows the curves of four characteristics. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , the number of links increases with time, and the final value is determined by elements requirements. Fig. 4(b) shows the evolutional results of average path length in organizational network, which indicates that the nodes are getting closer in the scenarios. It is interesting that average path length is fluctuating during the task period in scenario 3 and 4, and this is because of the links and the nodes are increasing simultaneously. Fig. 4 (c) shows evolution results of clustering coefficient. The curves indicate that element requiring behaviors decrease the clustering of the nodes in organization. Fig. 4 (d) presents the evolution results of network density, and the curves show that the recruitments make the organization more dispersive. 
Task Process Analysis
One important issue in understanding the organizational behaviors is that how long it takes to complete the tasks. Fig. 5 shows the Gantt chart of task completion in the four scenarios. Firstly, the total completion times are different, and this is because of the task difference. Secondly, as the tasks are performed by different cells, the completion time of same tasks are different (such as completion time of task 1 and task 2). Thirdly, the average time of activity tasks (task 4, 5, and 6) is shorter than intelligent tasks (task 1 and 2). Since the task requirements are the same, the reason is that the network is getting dense, which makes the element transferring more quick. 
Summary
This paper studied the organizational dynamics by modeling the task-oriented self-organization with ABM method. Modeling and simulating the process enable us to quantitatively investigate the dynamic of individual behaviors and organization performance during task performing process. The simulation experiments show that the organizational structure and information flow are influenced by the task content and requirement. During the task performing process, the self-organization mechanism makes the structure more suitable for task performing and individual interaction, which means that the organization adaptive evolves according to the task requirements. In conclusion, this work gives a new insight into social organization dynamics by modeling self-organization. It can be used to test variety of simulation experiments to investigate organization dynamics under different scenarios.
